Subcutaneous peripheral injection of cationized gelatin/DNA polyplexes as a platform for non-viral gene transfer to sensory neurons.
Selective modulation of sensory neuron gene expression could have numerous applications for the peripheral nervous system. Here, we report that subcutaneous peripheral injection of plasmid DNA complexed with a non-viral cationized gelatin (CG) vector led to transgene expression in rat lumbar dorsal root ganglia (DRGs). CG/DNA polyplexes appeared to undergo rapid retrograde transport through sciatic and spinal nerves, with reporter gene messenger RNA (mRNA) expression detectable in L4 and L5 DRGs within 60 hours. Maximum transgene expression was observed for polyplexes formed at 7.5:1 CG-to-DNA weight ratio under salt-free conditions, which generated 615 +/- 112 nm nanoparticles with zeta-potential of 9.4 +/- 0.19 mV. Six days after injection of the CG/DNA polypex, reporter gene protein immunofluorescence was observed in 1,164 +/- 176 DRG neurons, representing an estimated transfection rate of 47% of targeted neurons. Reporter gene expression was not detected in heart, lung, or liver tissues, suggesting a lack of systemic uptake. Measurements of tactile sensitivity indicate that CG/DNA injection did not cause behavioral toxicity. The injection platform was further used for plasmid-driven short hairpin RNA-mediated suppression of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. This non-invasive gene delivery system could be used for the mechanistic study and targeted molecular evaluation of peripheral nervous system pathologies such as neuropathic pain.